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Contributors 
Attila is a former 
president of the CSSA 
with a total of 10 years 
working in that role. He 
has almost forty years’ 
experience growing and 
marketing cacti and 
succulents and has 
been a well-known 
contributor within the 
Horticultural Media in 
Australia. Attila is often 
featured on television 

and is also a prominent 
author of respected articles in magazines, journals 
and newspapers continually promoting succulents.  

Attila has travelled extensively to plant habitats 
around the world. We are honoured to have him 
share his knowledge and experiences on such a 
regular basis through both our monthly gatherings 
and in our Society’s publications. In this issue, Attila 
is sharing a look at the New RBGV Arid Garden 
through his eyes with a focus on the plants and 

dynamic of the planting and planning. 

Attila Kapitany Joylene is back with 

another original and 
informative article for 
us to enjoy. This time 
with the correct spelling 
of her name. (Apologies 
from your Editor for the 

error). 

Joylene’s article in this 
issue sees her share an 
inspiring journey and 
relationship with the 
popular cactus species, 
Trichocereus pasacana.  

Joylene has grown cactus and succulents in 
Victoria’s Western district since the late 1970s. 
Throughout the years she has experienced the highs 
and lows of growing cactus and takes pride in the 
knowledge she has gathered, not only through her 
successes, but also through her failures.  

We are thoroughly delighted for Joylene to keep 
sharing her experiences and stories with us through 
these delightful original and informative articles. 

Joylene Sutherland 

Rachael is passionate 
about supporting her 
daughter Maddie in her 
love for cactus and 
succulents, (and zoo 
animals). This has now 
led Rachael to become 
an invested Member of 
the CSSA. 

Rachael grew up in 
Horsham in Victoria’s 
Wimmera district and is 
the current Assistant 
Principal at Mooroolbark College. She studied a 
Bachelor of Education at The University of 
Melbourne majoring Music. Over the past 30 years 
Rachael has taught Music, Arts and Digital 
Technology and is passionate about supporting 
young people in their educational journeys.  

In this issue, Rachael shares the story on how her 
and Maddie’s lives have been changed since 
becoming invested in our CSSA. 

Rachael Williams Paul initially became 
interested in cacti as a 
young child after his 
grandmother gave him a 
cutting of an Epiphyllum 
that he had been 
admiring. Then, later as 
teenager, he discovered 
“Collectors Corner”, and 
from there on he was 
hooked.  

Joining CSSA around 10 
years ago, Paul soon 

after embarked on setting up the Society’s YouTube 
channel, and now has extended his Society 
involvement by joining the CSSA’s Committee.  

Paul has devoted a career in running a family 
vegetable farm with his brothers …. and besides 
raising cactus plants, he has also raised three 
children with his wife Sara.  

In this issue of “Spine”, Paul shares his discovery of 
“A Surprising Seedling Situation”. 

Paul Schreurs 
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January 2021 - Agave 

 Some more of the stunning entries 

One of the highlights for CSSA members each month is a little peak in to the collections of 

members nearby and abroad with the Plant of the Month Comp! 

Each month there is a set theme which may include a genus, a particular region in habitat, a colour or shape, 

or even something that tells a bit of a story! Up for grabs each month are FOUR $20 vouchers (funded large-

ly by donations from the membership) to spend on plants and other goodies at any of our CSSA events. 

Two for entries submitted online, and two for entries on the ‘POTM Table’ at our in-person gatherings.  

These are offered to one Open Class winner and one Novice Class winner. (Members of 5 years or less, 

based on ‘date joined’, are classed as Novice, and members of 5 years or more move in to Open class) 

 

For all online entries and enquiries about Plant of the Month you can reach POTM Coordinator and Committee Member Paul Schreurs at  
potm@cssaustralia.org.au, and future POTM themes are listed on the calendar in ‘The Spinette’ or at cssaustralia.org.au 

Online  

Winners 

 

Novice: 

Maxine 
Roewer  

Agave        
titanota 

 

 

 

Open: 

Menno    
Holwerda  

A. attenuata    
f. variegata 
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February 2021 - Copiapoa 
Congrats to the winning Online Entry! 

(no Novice Class entries this month…) 

 

Open Class 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Miles Brown with Copiapoa hypogaea 

Unfortunately this month the COVID-19 situation 

prevented us from meeting in person... So please 

enjoy a look at the other stunning online entries! 

Copiapoa krainziana was definitely the go-to! Ha. 

March 2021 
 ‘Plant propagated by me in the last 5 years’ 

 

In-Person 

Winners 

 

 

Novice: 

Daniel  

Pickens 

Haworthia 
cymbiformis 
f. variegata 

 

 

Open: 

John 

Roewer 

Echeveria sp. 

f. cristata 

Online  

Winners 

 

 

Novice: 

Maddie   
Garwood 

Haworthia 
batesiana      

f. variegata 

 

 

Open: 

Menno    
Holwerda  

Kumara     
plicatilis            

f. variegata 
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By Attila Kapitany 

Figure 1 
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T he Royal Botanic Gardens in Melbourne has 
opened its spectacular new Arid Garden. There 

are several entrances, (or exits), however, the main or 
best entrance begins opposite Guilfoyle's Volcano. 
Both of these gardens are primarily devoted to cacti 
and other succulents, with only a driveway (not for 
cars) separating the two gardens. Connecting 
patches of stone paving and colour, cross the black 
bitumen roadway, leading people from one garden to 

the other, almost down the hill (refer to Figure 1 on 
opposite page).  

Numerous large mature Monocot succulents help 
frame the new garden, hence providing the new Arid 
Garden with a more immediate mature look. These 
include several specimens of Aloidendron barberae, 

Dracaena draco and several Nolina species (these can 
be seen flowering in the background of Figure 2)  

All of these larger monocots that range from 3-6m +, 
in both height and width were pre-existing in this 
location from a historic former garden created after 
the war in 1945. This earlier garden had gradually 
fallen into disrepair and coupled with plant theft and 
severe vandalism over recent years, some major 

effort and redesign was called for. 

Security cameras are now prominent and the new Arid 
Garden has a very open plan with no hidden corners. 
Valuable cacti, of all shapes and sizes are the main 
feature of this new garden. 

Figure 5 - Interestingly, there are numerous smaller raised garden 

beds amongst the cacti with very rare and unusual smaller 
succulents. Don’t forget to smile at the cameras that guard these 

more desirable miniatures that may otherwise seem far too easy 
to steal! 

There is a great deal to see, learn or just get excited about here. I 
personally loved the design of the three tiered plant groupings as 
outlined in this article. 

For more about the plants, their history and the people behind 
them visit : 

 https://www.rbg.vic.gov.au/visit-melbourne/attractions/plant-
collections/arid-garden  

Figures 3 and 4 (above and below) This 
Ptilotis species with its unusual pink and 
white inflorescences is an Australian native 
xerophyte which aroused a great deal of 
interest from visitors. 

Figure 2 

https://www.rbg.vic.gov.au/visit-melbourne/attractions/plant-collections/arid-garden
https://www.rbg.vic.gov.au/visit-melbourne/attractions/plant-collections/arid-garden
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The April edition of the new “Spine” magazine 
sees us heading down to the Bellarine Peninsula 

to meet Menno Holwerda, the man who has 

created the stunning “Drysdale Arid Landscapes”.  

John H Roewer 

Figure 1 
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M enno Holwerda is an unapologetic cactus and 
succulent addict. This becomes blatantly 

obvious when visiting his 3000 sqm Drysdale property. 

The fact that it is just a mere 10 years since Menno 
and wife Jen moved to this property where not a single 

succulent grew, and have somehow created this 
stunning succulent masterpiece in such a short time 
beggars belief. It will take any privileged visitors many 
hours to peruse this beautifully maintained garden and 

numerous plant enclosures that Menno and Jen have 
established down on “The Bellarine”. 

Figure 2 : Menno has grown a wonderful collection of plants of the Yucca Genus. The image above shows the Menno 
admiring his “potted” Yucca spinosa adorned with its stunning Inflorescence. Menno proudly revealed that this potted giant is 
another of the many plants in his garden that he has raised from a seedling. It was transferred into this location manually as 
part of Menno's move to this property and gradually inched into position. “And here it will remain!!” insists Menno. 

Figure 3 : There is no shortage of interesting sculptures and 
decorative features throughout Menno’s garden. This eye 
catching metallic stature of a vulture blends in beautifully 
with the surrounding cacti and aloe.  
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M enno has spent his working life employed in 
the Supermarket Industry. He started his 

career in the “Family Business” which has evolved 
through various roles in a variety of Stores, 
predominantly as the store manager. There is an air 
of excited anticipation at the Holwerda home at the 
moment as Menno has finally decided to begin the 
process towards his overdue retirement. The fact 
that this still will see him working a four-day week is 
testament to the man’s work ethic and dedication.  

Menno has been a member of the CSSA for around 10 
years, but his face is not one that members will 
immediately recognise. A commitment to the long 
working hours that came with his career combined 
with what could be anything up to a two-hour drive to 
the Society’s monthly meetings, has kept Menno from 
being the active Society member he desired to be. The 
CSSA’s move to conducting virtual meetings has 
meant that Menno now has the opportunity to get 
himself more involved and he is also an active 
contributor to the CSSA’s social media pages. 

The initial interest in succulents began for Menno with 
the acquisition of a common Yucca aloifolia[1] plant. His 
excitement grew dramatically when he discovered the 
ease at which with this plant could be propagated and 
grown. In a very short period he became the owner of a 
substantial “collection” of Yucca aloifolia plants. Fast 
forward 15 years and he has now propagated and 
grown a wonderful collection of over 20 unique 
species of mature Yucca plants.  

His early interest in that simple common Yucca has 
now expanded across all genera of succulents and 
cacti. He has developed a remarkable knowledge of 
succulents and cacti over the years and still has an 
insatiable thirst to keep learning.  

  

 

 

 

[1] Yucca aloifolia is native to south-eastern USA , Mexico and 

the Caribbean. This species is also widespread but scattered 

throughout Australia and is mainly found in coastal districts.  

Figure 4 : From little things big things grow !! A major reason 
behind the pride Menno has for his garden is simply because 
the majority of the plants that adorn it have come from his 
personal propagating efforts. Seeds, cuttings, offsets or 
leaves…. Virtually everything growing started with something 
quite insignificant to eventually became the plants that have 
formed “Drysdale Landscapes”. 

Figure 5 : Proudly showing off some of the astonishing 
results he is achieving with his Lithops. They have been 
planted directly into a raised bed within one of his “Menno 
built” hot houses where some lithops have grown to the size 
of a small child’s fist. 
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N ot one to mince words when making a 
comment or statement, Menno simply states 

the facts. This may give occasional impression that 
this man has a bit of a hard edge, but this “hardness” 
quickly transforms into mushy sweet stuff when tales 
of his kindness and generosity are revealed. We have 
found a couple of examples of his softer side as 
shared by two of our CSSA members.  

Long time Society member and respected “Spine” 
contributor, Joylene Sutherland, recalled the 
occasion when she was pipped at the post when 
bidding on an expensive plant on eBay. Of course, 
she was disappointed in losing out, but accepted 
what had happened and moved on. A few days later, 
her postman dropped a parcel off on her doorstep 
that just happened to contain the plant that she had 
missed out on in that recent auction. It was 
accompanied with a note from Menno apologising 
for bidding against her. He did not initially realise he 
was bidding against Joylene, but once the auction 
had finished and he had discovered who the other 
bidder was, he redirected the plant to Joylene’s. 

CSSA member, Kirsteen McLeod, speaks of her 
experience that followed the decimation her plant 
collection suffered at the hands of thieves. With her 
spirit crushed and her faith in people destroyed by 
this act of cruelty, Kirsteen was at the point of giving 
up. A short time after the crime, a Postman came and 
restored her faith. A parcel was dropped off on her 
doorstep that was full of beautiful plants and 
cuttings and accompanied by a note from Menno. 
Kirsteen’s heart was filled with love by this act of 
kindness. What makes this tale even more 
astonishing is that Menno and Kirsteen had never 
met. He had simply learnt what had happened to 
Kirsteen and felt her pain. He just wanted to help out. 

Figure 6 : Menno’s ability to let it all hang out and not take life 
too seriously is something that was literally on display on the 
first Saturday in May, 2020. He discovered “World Naked 
Gardening Day”, and the above picture really is worth a 1000 
words!!  

Figure 8 : Menno has developed exceptional propagation 
skills. He is picture above perusing a batch of his latest 
seedlings and grafted plants. A highlight of his collection is 
the addition of a newly grafted Euphorbia abdelkuri. 

Figure 7 : The following comment recently appeared on an 
Agave Web page, “Agave albopilosa is far too endangered, 
rare, and expensive to risk outside as a young plant.”  
That doesn't seem to work for Menno ….. 
The above image is Menno’s A. albopilosa happily growing in 
his garden, No matter how “endangered, rare, and expensive” 
a plant may be, If Menno thinks the plant needs to be out in 
the garden to get the best results, that is where it must grow!! 
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...please welcome our  

New Members 
We’re so very grateful to have you on board! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you require any assistance contact membership coordinator Peter  

at memberships@cssaustralia.org.au 

3335 Rose Freitas 

3336 Lynden Bartlett 

3337 Tony Wiggins 

3338 Charles Wiggins 

3339 Sally Bigmore 

3340 Andrew Savio 

3341 Katerina Liapis 

3342 Rachel Rouse 

3343 Evan Wells 

3344 Chris Bishop 

3345 Arthur Matsakos 

3346 Jill Bentley 

3347 Cathy Groundwater 

3348 Robyn Jackman 

3350 Tim Cannon 

3351 Sanela Sancic 

3352 Chris Michalski 

3353 Marian Flower 

3354 Erica Tchung 

3355 Qing Zhang 

3356 Ping Lu 

3357 Barbara Vallance 

3358 Braidan Swan 

3359 Andrew Maltman 

3360 Raymond Yu 

3361 Edyta Ziemba 

3362 Monika Kusnierz 

3363 Anke Biesalski 
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o n many occasions I’ve noticed young cactus plants 
around the garden that are self sown. It is 

“surprising”, but with the amount of various cactus fruit 
that sets in the garden, “not too surprising”. With the 
intense effort ants and other insects make to utilise these 

fruit as a food source, it is only natural that many seeds 
will end up left in the garden and eventually achieve the 
right conditions to germinate. As my garden is mulched 
with pea gravel a few centimetres deep, this provides 
many of the seed the perfect environment that they need. 

I was extremely surprised to find seedlings growing in the 
pot of my indoor Ficus tree which gets watered once every 

one to two weeks, and then dries out in between watering. 
Our house internally is normally a dry environment and the 
temperature is fairly mild and stable. My question was, 
“How did the cactus seed get into this indoor pot”? 

Many of the cactus fruit that I collect for seed are quite 
fleshy. To clean the seed, I scoop out the flesh and rinse 
the seeds and flesh with warm water through a muslin 
bag. I then often hang the bag to dry in the Ficus tree. 

It seems that some seeds have escaped and found 
themselves in the right spot in the pot between the Ficus 

roots with ample moisture. It does make me wonder how 
can I often fail when germinating seeds after giving them 
“ideal” moisture and temperature levels. Maybe I just 

simply try too hard. 

Figure 2 : The Fiscus plant where seedlings were found. The 

two insets show my typical use of muslin bags for treating 

and processing my personally collected seeds.  

Figure 1 : The seedlings we found growing in our indoor Ficus pot 

By Paul Schreurs 
A Surprising Seedling Situation 
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I  have had some of the deepest of lows and 
disappointments whilst growing Trichocereus 

pasacana, but also some of the utmost highest sense 
of satisfaction and sublime pleasure just to be around 
them. My first T. pasacana was purchased from 
Melbourne’s Collectors Corner way back in the 1980s. 
That plant cost me $30 which was quite a substantial 
amount for a cactus plant at the time.  

Rudolf Schulz brought T. pasacana seed back to 
Australia from a trip to Argentina in 1994. I currently 
have 10 plants growing in my garden and surrounds 
from that seed. There have been many plants that 
have died over the years. The most recent plant to 

perish was a 3 meter specimen last year just when I 
believed I had growing them all worked out.  

There are many different Trichocereus plants that are 
labelled T. terscheckii, and some of these are called 
pasacana. There is only one Trichocereus pasacana! 
There would be differences in the plants between 
colonies of the species in habitat, but the overall 
appearance of the plant is noticeably unique. A baby 
T. pasacana plant has tubercles and not ribs. The 
tubercles eventually grow into ribs and have thick 
heavy spines until ancient and then the spines 
become bristles.  

The plants I have are spiney, and Rudolf Schulz once 
commented when they would turn bristly, in fact, if 
they would ever change at all. I do have a cutting 

from an adult Trichocereus pasacana plant from 
Dawson's, and that is bristly.  

The Love of Trichocereus pasacana 
By Joylene Sutherland 

Figure 1 Figure 2 Figure 3 

Above are three images of my largest Trichocereus 
pasacana, and these are an excellent indication of 
the size changes over the years. Figure 1 is what 
this marvellous plant looked like way back in 2015. 
Figure 2 was taken around 2017. And …. Figure 3 is 
what this specimen has now grown into.  

To see how much this plant has developed over a 5 - 
6 year period might help to explain how I can claim 
to experience a “sublime pleasure just to be around 
them”.  

The images displayed in Figures 1, 2 & 3 are 
reproduced with the permission of Mr. Brett Hopkins. 

Trichocereus pasacana, also known as Echinopsis atacamensis ssp. pasacana, is a columnar cactus that can be found 

growing throughout the Andes. It is a tree-like cactus that gets up to 10 meters tall though the average height is usually a lot 

less. It can reach a diameter of 30-45 cm and has between 18-22 ribs. It has a lot of small, needle-like spines that can get up 

to 10-15 cm in length. The mature form looks a lot different to its early appearance. The spines are yellow in colour and their 

length is decreasing during the life cycle of the plant. Old plants tend to have lesser spines that young ones and the early spine 

form is a lot stronger that the adult form. 
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I  once brought home a large fallen branch piece 
of T. pasacana log from Dawson's nursery, 

(pictured above left ). It soon rotted but I was still 
left with a baseball sized pup that was healthy and 
intact. It took three full years to finally grow roots, 
but once it did it has never looked back. Being a pup 
from an adult bristly stem it also has bristles and not 

the fierce spines usually found on seed grown 
plants. 

Interestingly, it has grown out some longer spines 
on the westerly side where the sun shines across 
the plant as it sets, (pictured centre above). I 
assume this is the reason as I have had other cactus 
grow heavier spinage on the sunniest exposed side 
as well. 

Figure 5 (Compilation Above)  

Pictured above are a pair of attractive young 
Trichocereus pasacanas I have growing. The lighter 
spined plant to the right has been grown from my 
own seed while the darker plant to the left I 
purchased from Melbourne’s “Collectors Corner”. 

 Figure 6. Here is a Moth which didn't find the spines of 
a Trichocereus a good place to be. 

Figure 4 (Compilation Above)  
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F ungus Issues - Trichocereus pasacana have not 

been an easy plant to grow. They grew 
reasonably for some years and then began to 
develop fungal infections. I lost several plants to the 
black suppurating fungal infection they are 
susceptible to before talking to Jim Hall of “Cactus 
Country” who told me about a fungicide I could use. 

That helped with stopping the spread and the plants 

healed up although looking rather untidy afterwards. 
I then thought there had to be something lacking for 
them to do this. Being too dry was one factor, and 
the other was soil condition. Once I had added 
dolomite lime to the garden and ensured they had 
enough water, they have grown far healthier. 

I started planting T. pasacana at the south end of the 
house and lost many plants despite it being a cool 
area. Figure 9 shows the one remaining reasonably 

healthy plant in that garden, although the south side 
of it has large patches of the brown fungal infection 
(Figure 10). This plant has grown more happily 
now its head is above the shade line and receives 

more sun. The plant at the back in Figure 9 has since 
died despite it being a large plant. It rotted out around 
the base (Figure 11). Even a small amount of 

the brown fungal skin condition slows the growth and 
the vitality of a plant. I also treat this condition 
with fungicide but the plants never grow new skin 
where there has been an infection.  

Figures 7 & 8 above show two plants that were severely affected by black rot 

but have since recovered. One was almost completely covered in fungal 

infection and had lost its roots but has since recovered and grown two offsets. 

The other has regrown a little and would be better off if moved, but I don't 

want to disturb the adjacent Soehrensia. 

Figure 12 (Above) My very first T. 

pasacana from Collectors Corner had 

slowed down in growth completely. It 

had some fungal patches which I 

treated and has since brightened up, 

grown and expanded. It is an 

interesting plant as it has a different 

darker shade of green skin and reddish 

brown spines. 

Figure 9 Figure 10 Figure 11 

Figure 7 Figure 8 
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D uring the period between Christmas and New 

Year in 2014, a destructive grass fire went 
through my property and two areas of growing cactus 
were burnt. As can be seen by the relevant images on 
this page, some of the cactus were severely burnt. I 
had asked the fire fighters to hose down my cacti and 
they were rather bemused by my request, (Figure 13). 
The plant lying on the ground in Figures 13 and 16 is a 
T. pasacana, as is the severely burnt plant left 

standing in those two images. 

In total, three of my Trichocereus pasacana were 
victims of the fire and unfortunately, two of these 
plants didn't mange to survive the acute damage they 
suffered during the fire.  

The largest of these plants was also severely burnt 

down one side and around the base and we honestly 
didn't think it could possibly survive. Nevertheless, I 
made the optimistic choice to try and save it and to 
cut the tip (Figures 14 & 15). I then tried to re-root it. 

Unfortunately it succumbed to the fire damage and 
eventually died. The main stem however didn't die and 
we decided to dig it up and bring it to a garden area 
closer to the house. (Fig.19) It has survived and is now 

a thriving plant, even though it might look a little rough 
around the edges.  

The main stem has since grown and has swollen to 

four times its original diameter (Figures 19 & 20). With 
half of its surface skin missing it has been an 
extremely slow recovery and I have to ensure it 
remains well hydrated. The plant no longer has its full 
measure of surface skin, spines and areoles to help 
with moisture capture and transpiration as happens 
with an normal healthy plant. 

Figure 13 

Figure 14 Figure 15 (insert) 

Figure 19 Figure 20 

Figure 16 Figure 17 

Figure 18 
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A re three Trichocereus pasacana heads better 

than one? The large three headed plant in Figure 
22 is one I purchased not that long ago. The main stem 
broke when it was being moved by the previous owner, 
and eventually the remaining root base grew three new 
heads. The smaller plant in Figure 21 was purchased 
from “Collectors Corner” as a very small multi headed 
plant. Trichocereus pasacana are very prone to tip 
rotting when they are seedlings, and I will assume that 

this has happened here and it grew three heads. 

Figure 21 Figure 22 

Figure 23 - A Trichocereus pasacana with its longer spine growth facing north. I have noticed that other cactus do 

this too following a couple of very hot summers. They seem to grow longer spines to provide extra protection. 
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A  Trichocereus pasacana flowers mostly from the 
tip, unlike the Trichocereus terscheckii sp. which 

will flower from anywhere on their stems.  

These flowers have lovely pink tinged petals and 
sepals. The buds, instead of being hairy and or bristly 

like most of this species’ flower buds, are covered in a 
dense furry felt. This probably has something to do 
with the cool to cold climate where they are growing.  

Figures 24 to 29 are some nice examples of T. pasacana 
flowers and buds from my own plants. 

Figure 24 Figure 25 

Figure 26 Figure 27 

Figure 28 Figure 29 
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 Figure 30  -  Trichocereus terscheckii.  

These particular plants were regularly for sale at 
Melbourne’s Garden World some years ago and this 
is what they can eventually grow into. 

Figure 31  -  Big tall and very spiny T. terscheckii type. 

These plants are heavily spined like T. pasacana, but 
they are  definitely not a Trichocereus. pasacana. 

 Figure 32  - This is the tallest and largest of the 
Trichocereus pasacana I have growing. I am holding 
a young potted T. pasacana which still has a fair bit 
of growing ahead of it to catch up. 

 Figure 33 - This is the smallest of my original 
Trichocereus pasacana. It had a difficult life early on 
and was dug up and moved. It shows that the size of 
plant does not necessarily indicate its age. 
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O ur favourite expat in Chile and CSSA Member, 
Stefan Burger, has graciously provided us some 

Trichocereus pasacana habitat pics and habitat data. 

Figures 35 and 36 are plants pictured from Bolivia, 
while Figures 36, 37 and 38 are plants in Chile. 
Supposedly the Bolivian ones are the “true” 
Trichocereus pasacana, while the Chilean ones are the 
straight Trichocereus atacamensis. It all depends on 
which school you went to.  

Bolivian habitat climate data:  

Maximum temp:    21°C 

Minimum temp:   -17°C 

Average temp:   7.8°C 

Chilean habitat climate data:  

Maximum temp:    25°C 

Minimum temp:   -15°C 

Average temp:        9°C 

Both habitats receive almost their entire annual rainfall 
in the warmer months from December to February.  

Figure 34 

Figure 35 

Figure 37 Figure 38 

Figure 36 
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T he majority of Trichocereus pasacana growing in 
my garden are seed grown plants that Rudolf 

Schulz raised from seed he collected in habitat in 1994.  

Rudolf’s description of that event : 

“The location was in El Toro Canyon, Argentina, where we 
found the first plants and collected seeds. The elevation 
would be around 3300m AMSL. The year was 1994 and 
the trip involved Attila Kapitany, Andrew Thompson, Nola 
Carr, Ray Carr and myself.” 

 

Figure 39 - The above Google Earth and topographic maps compilation shows the location of El Toro Canyon in 
Argentina where Trichocereus pasacana seed was collected from habitat plants by Rudolf Schulz in 1994. 

El Toro Canyon 

 

Figure 40  - I found all of these on one side of a T. pasacana one morning. Caterpillar, Robber Fly and a Mantis ootheca 

Paid Advertising 
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Figure 41 (Collage)  -  Six images of Trichocereus pasacana tips. There is nothing more aesthetically pleasing from 
the point of view of this cactus lover than a close up view of a Trichocereus pasacana tip.  

Joylene Sutherland 2021 
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Vale John and Valerie 
The Cactus and Succulent Society of Australia is saddened by the news of the recent passing of two of our 
beloved Members, John Turnbull and Valerie Stevenson.  

Valerie Stevenson passed away in September, 

2020 after an extended period in hospital. Val had 
been an active member of our Society for many 
years including a period as a member of the 
Society’s Committee.  

Val was dedicated to her role as the volunteers co-
ordinator for our Society’s annual Spring Show and 
performed this important role with great diligence 
and pride. Val would embark on a recruiting drive for 
months before our shows to ensure that there 
would be ample helpers available. It  was a major 
contribution to the success in all of those shows in 
which she participated. 

Val’s family had contacted CSSA to advise us of her 

passing, and then generously donated the 
remainder of Val’s collection of cactus and 

succulents to our Society. As Val was unable to care 
for her plants for the best part of a year, a group of 
CSSA volunteers has collected the gifted plants and 
given them a little TLC and tidy up. All of Val’s plants 
will be auctioned at the CSSA’s Monthly gatherings 
to help raise funds. Again, we, (the Members of the 
Cactus and Succulent Society of Australia), pass on 
our condolences and love to Valerie's family and 

also thank them for their generosity.  

John H Roewer 

John Turnbull had been a member of the CSSA for 

many years and always had a very cheerful helpful 
manner and supported the Society in many ways 
behind the scenes. Notably, he had been a regular 
vendor at Shows, selling together with his wife 

Michele and her cactus craft.  

John had also volunteered at our Society’s annual 
spring Show weekends in various duties, notably on 
the Society’s membership table. 

Attila Kapitany 

 

 I remember John Turnbull very fondly. He was a 

very lovely guy, always happy and welcoming when 
you saw him at meetings or the Show with nothing 
but a kind word to say and a smile on his face. He 
was a CSSA member for a number of years and his 
partner Michele Wagner also sold at the Show. She 

made gorgeous pottery items, cacti, witches, 
mushrooms - I bought a few pieces from her over 
the years. John was always a staple on the 
Membership table and would volunteer to man the 
table every year. You almost had to drag him away 
when his shift had ended. He was a great 
ambassador for the Club whenever he sat there. 

Melissa Jackson 
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I  would never have ever thought that after one of 

our many visits to “Succulents Australia” in 
Monbulk, a passing word from James Lucas to my 
daughter Maddie suggesting she should check out 
the upcoming Cactus and Succulent Society 
meeting, that I, a person with zero interest in 
succulents at the time, would one day become quite 
partial to Echeveria and Sempervivum. 

I can now rattle off some plant names and even 
recognise quite a few varieties. I also now will 
advise my work colleagues on their plants and have 
become an “expert” on which side of the house to 
locate one’s precious plants for optimum growth. 

Plant haul excursions around the countryside with 
the “Haworthia Kid” are now also a regular part of 

my life these days.  

We had never heard of the CSSA before mentioned 
by James Lucas, and what on earth would my 15 
year old daughter get out of attending a meeting? I 
decided to get there early for our first meeting to see 
what it was all about. (initially without Maddie as 
she was still tied up at school) I was blown away by 
the amazing generosity of this community before I 

had even entered the hall. One member saving us 
seats and picking out a few cuttings that Maddie 

might appreciate when she arrived. Another member 
offered to take Maddie home if I ever had to work or 
had trouble getting to a meeting. I eventually went 
and picked Maddie up from school, and returned in 

time for the start the meeting and immediately 
signed us both up.  

The amazing generosity didn’t stop there. Maddie 
had a small amount of money she’d saved to 
hopefully purchase a plant or two. She went around 
to each of the sellers and learnt something new with 
people happily sharing their knowledge. She then 
met John and Maxine Roewer, where John captured 
her imagination with his enthusiasm and passion for 
succulents, especially the Haworthia species. 
(Maddie’s favourite plant at the time).  

I don’t believe that Maddie took a breath on the drive 
home while chatting about the amazing presentation 
given by Melissa Jackson about her trip to 
Madagascar. I had no idea that Maddie already 

knew so much about Madagascar, and learning 
more about the local plants put the place more into 

perspective. Wow!!  

It’s been such a pleasure to watch the amazing 

growth in Maddie and how she has expanded her 
expertise. She now experiments in propagation by 
collecting and planting seeds and journaling their 
progress. She loves attending the CSSA meetings 

and listening to the guest speakers. She also enjoys 

participating in the plant of the month competition, 
building her library of plant books, conversing with 
members on various topics and visiting homes and 
nurseries to expand her small but growing plant 
collection and broaden her knowledge. 

Maddie is now even planning out our new garden 
with her plants as the central focus in some areas.  

I definitely never thought that I would be helping 
Maddie build mini green houses and buy shade 
cloth, or source various potting mixes, or even read 
an article in the Spinette written by Maddie. What a 
whirlwind little journey us to be swept up in so far.  

Thanks for the amazing care and generosity CSSA!!  

  My Haworthia Kid's Journey by Rachael Williams 
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CSSA hopes that 
Everyone had a 

Great Easter 
 

… and hopefully Prickly 
Rabbit delivered a good 

mix of chocolate and 
cactus. 

 

Well done to all those Members and guests who made 
it to the CSSA’s March Monthly Gathering. Around 70 
succulent loving souls gathered and enjoyed plenty of 
highlights, including Emma Herd’s excellent and 
detailed presentation on the story behind the design of 
RBGV’s New Arid Garden.  

There were plenty of our Society’s sellers on hand with 
lots of their wonderful plants available for members to 
purchase.  

The night’s Auction was once again a major highlight. 
Our controlling Auctioneer for the second time was 
the entertaining Brett Hopkins. The First batch of 
plants generously donated to CSSA by the late Valerie 
Stevenson’s family went under the hammer. There 
were also generous donations from Paul Schreurs 
and Milan Kordos that created plenty of interest 
during the Auction. 

Don’t miss out on our next Gathering scheduled for 
the 27th April. Details are available elsewhere herein. 

CSSA is Back at the Hall 
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CACTUS & SUCCULENT SHOWS ARE BACK !! 
There's plenty a lot of good news around at the 
moment for Australia’s cactus and succulent 
enthusiasts. Our sister Societies that lie north of the 
Murray River are now in the position to start setting  
dates for their upcoming Shows.  

On May 15th the excitement begins in our Nation’s 
capital when the CSSACT’s “Cactus and Succulent 
Expo” starts us off at 70 MacLaurin Cres in Chifley. 

Then, on May 22nd at the Hawkesbury Showgrounds is 
the place to be for Succulent Lovers anywhere near 

Sydney on that weekend. CSSNSW will open the doors 
to their 2021 Autumn Sale and show day. 

To top off this eastern states succulent feast, the  
Queensland’s CSSQ will put on their show on the12th 
and 13th June at the Belmont shooting complex in 
Brisbane.  

Having enjoyed the experience of attending shows held 
by other societies on previous occasions, this writer 
has absolutely no hesitation in recommending a visit to 
any, or even all of these Cactus and Succulent Society 
Shows as a truly worthwhile experience. 

Our CSSWA friends on the west coast of this 
continent haven’t missed the boat. They were 
first on board with their Autumn Show set for the 
17th and 18th of April.  
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Important Updates & Reminders 
Membership Renewals 

If you haven’t already renewed for 2021, 

just a quick reminder that membership 

payments were due at the end of Feb.  

To experience uninterrupted distribution 

of The Spine and Spinette, continued ac-

cess to the CSSA’s Member’s only Facebook 

pages, discounts with several major sellers 

of succulent plants, and to continue receiv-

ing all society correspondence, please be 

sure that you’re up-to-date.  

Please see your email inbox for renewal invoices,  

and if you have any issues contact Peter at  

memberships@cssaustralia.org.au 

 

The 2021 Show is on! 
Well! Big news - it looks like we’re on for 

2021! We are forming a ‘Annual Show    

Working Group’ to oversee the organisation 

of the show and we could use your help! 

Setup will be on Fri 5th, and the event itself 

on Sat 6th & Sun 7th November 2021 

This year more than ever with COVID-19 

precautions using both the community 

centre AND youth hall simultaneously, we 

need our members to volunteer. It’s a 

great opportunity to help run the states 

largest succulent-centric affair, plus earn 

yourself a bit of shopping before doors 

open!  

If you’re keen to get involved please     

contact the committee at    

enquiries@cssaustralia.org.au 

Publications 

We hope you are enjoying the new format 

magazine ‘The Spine’ and insert ‘Spinette’ 

We would love your involvement with our 

publications in future! 

With the growth in size and popularity of the 

CSSA’s Spinette newsletter, and the difficulty 

of sourcing consistent original Australia      

related content for the Spine journal, the 

CSSA’s Committee has deemed the Spine and 

Spinette should take on a “New” look in the 

2021/22 membership year.  

The “new” look quarterly magazine will be 

a single publication that will include every-

thing!! It will see the merging of the two 

current publications into one single      

magazine and will be called “The Spine”. 

We are actually returning to a similar     

format to that of the original Spine. 

The editorial staff continues to invite Mem-

bers to share their experiences and 

knowledge in the “Spine”.  

For those who might be a little apprehen-

sive about their journalistic or writing 

skills, assistance is always available to help 

produce all articles.  

Contact CSSA Publications 

publications@cssaustralia.org.au 

 

 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1AqaxewdnplCH0K6hUNkiVSEimgv-0ow0_GPqdYoprKc/edit?usp=sharing
mailto:publications@cssaustralia.org.au
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Hello all,           13th April 2021 

 I am so grateful that you’ve joined us for another year, and now hold in your hands the 

latest of our publications - with a touch of history in its pages! As we (slowly) approach the 

100th anniversary of the C.S.S.A. and look forward to celebrating a truly special date, so do 

we continue the exploration of our records & history,  and find a passion so similar in years 

previous to that which we hold today. 

 Thanks to the generous donations of members both current and sadly now passed, we 

have access to society publications dating back to 1948, and we’ll be featuring some of the 

little pockets of gold we find within them over the coming years.  The committee’s hope is to 

eventually digitize them and make them available to members, and even look at some      

modern reproductions - perhaps as a fundraising effort. 

 It has been a lot of fun using original scans, logos, fonts and formatting from some of 

these historic publications in this - the first ‘throwback’ issue of The Spine (now also being 

published quarterly). With countless issues to comb through we welcome your assistance 

should you feel like joining in the fun and learning more about the C.S.S.A. in years passed, 

and building a database of sorts to accompany them in to the future. 

 While I’m typing today I would like to personally thank John Roewer for his efforts on 

this and the last few issues of our journals. A difficult 2020 for many members both in         

situation and in health has seen roles behind the scenes at the C.S.S.A. turn almost ’musical 

chairs’, but John has stepped up when and wherever needed and as a result we haven’t missed 

a beat! I hope that by sneaking this in last minute he (as editor) doesn’t have it removed! Ha. 

 I’d also like to thank Manfred who has overseen the distribution of our publications for 

many years now, and Noelene for her hard work in proofreading too. 

 

It really does ‘take a village’ to ensure we can continue to offer the events and resources we do 

to members and those associated with the C.S.S.A.,  and you’ve no-doubt heard our calls for 

‘more hands on deck’ at the halls, in our correspondence, through glitchy audio over Zoom 

and probably in the air itself if you’ve got real good ears! 

 We’re ‘green-lit’ to hold a Spring Show and Competition this year (YES!) requiring 

some more friendly faces in our Show Working Group, we’d love extra helpers at the halls host-

ing monthly gatherings for  up to 100 attendees, we’re without a membership coordinator, with-

out a social-media coordinator, we’re up as hosts of the 2026 ’Succulenticon’, and plenty more.  

 Having had involvement of some sort of in each of the areas mentioned above I can     

assure you it can be fun, fulfilling and challenging, but most importantly - a great help to the 

running and the future of this fantastic club! So if joining the team in any area or capacity is 

something you are willing and able to do, please let us know!  

  Fraternally yours, 

  PETER BREYLEY, President. 
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Advertising  
with C.S.S.A. 

in ‘The Spine’,  and Online! 
 

If you would you like to promote your 
business in our quarterly publications AND on 

our CSSA Website, now is the time to let us 
know! 

 This is a great and cost effective way to 
directly reach a concentrated succulent-loving 

audience! 
 Working both ways, we aim to provide 

members and readers of ‘The Spine’ with a list 
of the best places to buy succulents or related 
materials & equipment - here’s your chance to 

make the list! 
 

Contact CSSA Secretary Melissa Jackson for 
more information about advertiser 

requirements, and annual payment deadlines. 
secretary@cssaustralia.org.au 

 

Where will adverts be shown? 

- Each quarterly publication of The Spine 

(distributed at random throughout publication) 

- CSSA website (with advertisement hyperlinked to 

website or FB page) 

 
Artwork Specifications 

1/8 Page: 

$80 (AU$) Members 

$100 (AU$) Non-Members 

98mm wide x 7.1mm high 
370px x 268px (300dpi minimum) 

JPG, PDF or PNG file 

1/4 Page: 

$160 (AU$) Members 

$200 (AU$) Non-Members 

98mm wide x 14.2mm high 
370px x 536px (300dpi minimum) 

JPG, PDF or PNG file 

1/8 Page (example) 

1/4 Page (example) 



 

 

Hi CSSA Member  
A generous gift your valuable time will 

have an enormous impact on the function 

and growth of the Society we both care 

about, and will positively influence the way 

it functions and grows.  

enquiries@cssaustralia.org.au 
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